The following is a list of work performed in the last 30 days:

- Completed air barrier
- Continued sheetrock on first and second floor along with tapping and mudding
- Completed veneer stone on North and East sides of building
- Continued mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and sprinkler rough-ins
- Completed installing metal wall panels
- Set up scaffolding in large theater
- Continued installing large theater and mid-size theaters catwalks
- Continued installing punched windows
- Began installing ceramic tile in bathrooms
- Started installing interior block partitions South of fly tower

The following is a list of work scheduled for the next 30 days:

- Complete fire proofing
- Complete roof
- Begin installing curtain wall
- Complete interior CMU walls
- Continue stone veneer on the South side of the building
- Complete miscellaneous steel in both theaters
- Continue framing large theater shell and walls
- Begin furring out and insulating bump outs
- Continue mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and sprinkler rough-ins
- Continue installation of all elevators

Schedule:

- Complete Window Install .................................................. January 2018
- Complete Veneer .............................................................. January 2018